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Abstract—A single-stage, low-noise preamplifier is designed using the concept of noise matching for recordings of neural signal with cuff electrodes. The signal-to-noise ratio is approximately 1.6 times higher than that of a low-noise integrated amplifier (AMP-01) for a current noise of 1.5 kΩ. The bandwidth is 230 Hz–8.25 kHz (Rg = 2 kΩ), and the common-mode-rejection-ratio is 91.2 dB at 1 kHz.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The neural signal amplitudes are in the order of a few microvolts when the activity of a large peripheral nerve is recorded with a cuff electrode [1]. The electroneurogram (ENG) signals are usually contaminated by electromyogram (EMG) activity from the surrounding muscles, the thermal noise generated within the source resistance, i.e., the resistive component of the nerve/electrode lumped impedance, and the electronic noise generated primarily at the first stage of the neural amplifier.

The EMG and ENG signal spectra overlap only partially and, therefore, one can use linear filtering methods to suppress the EMG component by sacrificing some ENG signal power. However, the linear filtering approaches are not effective to reduce the thermal and electronic noise components since they encompass the entire ENG spectrum. The thermal noise of the source and electronic noise together constitute the baseline noise in neural recordings and present a challenging problem especially when the ENG components are only in the order of one or two microvolts. The thermal noise of the source can only be lowered by optimizing the neural electrode geometry [2] and the size of the interface with the neural tissue, which are determined by the space available at the implantation site. The concept of source noise needs to be dealt with elsewhere in the context of electrode geometry.

The electronic noise contribution of the preamplifier, which is the subject of this report, is negligible for source impedance values larger than 10 kΩ. That is, the thermal noise of the source is already so large that even a marginal amplifier can amplify the signals without deteriorating the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). On the other hand, the electronic noise is significant even with very-low-noise integrated amplifiers when the source is as small as 1 kΩ, and it becomes the main factor deteriorating the SNR.

This paper describes a transformer preamplifier design that is optimized for peripheral nerve recordings with cuff electrodes and compares it with an integrated amplifier [AMP-01 (Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA)], which is one of the best bipolar input amplifiers to be used with small sources. The use of transformers for noise matching is a well-known concept in electrical engineering [3], [4]. Transformers were favored as the first stage of neural amplifiers both for matching the source to the input characteristics of the amplifier and for their filtering property at low frequencies which resulted in reduction of EMG and direct current (dc) coupling artifacts [5]. In another report, an audio transformer was used as the first stage of an ENG amplifier design for 1) passively amplifying the signals and 2) minimizing the interference from the power lines [6]. However, the concept of noise matching was not one of the design criteria considered in these reports to minimize the electronic noise, with an exception of an abstract [7]. The main objective in this report is to provide a single-stage (few components), practical, low-noise preamplifier design that is optimized for cuff electrodes with small impedances. Practical considerations for the transformer design are discussed for those who would like to build their own transformer to match different sources. Because of its low current consumption, this amplifier design may also find use in implantable devices wherever the space taken by a small transformer is acceptable.

II. CIRCUIT DESIGN

A. FET Amplifier

A low-noise field-effect transistor (FET) (J201, Siliconix) is chosen for the design of the amplifier with the following characteristics: Equivalent input voltage noise: \( \tau_v = 6 \text{nV/}\sqrt{\text{Hz}} \) (\( V_D \geq 10 \text{ V}, I_D = 0.1 \text{ mA}, f = 1 \text{ kHz} \)), equivalent input current noise: \( \tau_i = 6 \text{ fA/}\sqrt{\text{Hz}} \) (\( V_D \geq 10 \text{ V}, I_D = 0.1 \text{ mA}, f = 1 \text{ kHz} \)), and common-source forward transconductance (\( g_m \)) = 0.5 mS at \( f = 1 \text{ kHz} \). In the proposed circuit design (Fig. 1), the gate is kept at ground potential through the secondary coil of the noise-matching transformer (PICO 24500, microphone audio input transformer, Pico Electronics Inc., NY), and the gate-source junction is biased near the pinch-off point with a source resistor (R3). The corner frequency of the highpass filter that consists of R3 and C3 is set around \( f = 25 \text{ Hz} \). The gain of the FET stage is maximized by adjusting the drain resistor R2. The maximum voltage gain is obtained when the drain current is approximately 97 \( \mu \text{A} \) and \( R_2 = 70 \text{ kΩ} \). The capacitor C1 serves as a coupling capacitor to the next stage. The capacitor C2 and R1 are used to suppress the noise generated within the power supply (in case a voltage regulator is used instead of a 9-V battery) before it is fed back to the gate through the internal gate-drain capacitor of the FET.
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B. Noise Matching Transformer

The intrinsic noise of an amplifier, which is mostly due to the thermal noise generated at its input stage, can be modeled with equivalent voltage \( \left( \overline{v_n} \right) \) and current \( \left( \overline{i_n} \right) \) sources (Fig. 2). Matching the internal resistance \( R_S \) of the signal source \( (e_S) \) to the ratio of \( \overline{v_n} \) over \( \overline{i_n} \) using a transformer is termed as “noise matching,” and it maximizes the SNR at the output \( [3] \). Note that matching \( R_S \) to the input impedance of the amplifier, which is power matching, does not necessarily increase the SNR. The optimal source resistance and the turn ratio for the matching transformer are given by the following equations:

\[
R_{SO} = \frac{\overline{v_n}}{\overline{i_n}} \quad (1)
\]

\[
n = \sqrt{\frac{R_{SO}}{R_S}} \quad (2)
\]

where \( R_{SO} \) is the optimum input resistance to the amplifier and \( R_S \) is the actual source resistance.

Since the noise sources are uncorrelated, the total input voltage noise per \( \sqrt{\text{Hz}} \) can be expressed as a summation of the thermal noise \( (\overline{v_n}) \) due to the source resistance and the voltage and current noise of the amplifier’s input stage

\[
\overline{v_{ni}} = \sqrt{\overline{v_n}^2 + \overline{i_n}^2 + \overline{v_n}^2 \times R_S^2} \quad (3)
\]

The equivalent input voltage and current noise values for J201, given by the manufacturer, are 6 \( nV/\sqrt{Hz} \) and 0.6 \( fA/\sqrt{Hz} \), respectively, for the frequency band of interest. Thus, the optimum source resistance that matches the input noise characteristics of this transistor is 10 \( \Omega \) [see (1)]. The cuff electrodes designed for recording the neural activity from peripheral nerves have impedances in the range of 1–10 k\( \Omega \) depending on the size of the electrode and the metal contacts. If we assume a low value for the cuff (1.5 k\( \Omega \)), the turn ratio of the input transformer that matches the source to the input noise characteristics of J201 and, thereby, maximizes the output SNR, can be found as \( n = 82 \) using the (1) and (2). However, such a high turn ratio for the transformer imposes a limit on the cutoff frequency of the circuit, as discussed below.

C. Practical Considerations on the Transformer Design

In the proposed design, the impedance presented to the FET gate by the secondary coil of the transformer is the source resistor times the square of the transformer turn ratio \( (R_s n^2) \). This impedance quickly gets into the mega ohm range with increasing values of \( n \) for a given \( R_s \). The secondary impedance and the input capacitive of the FET form a low-pass filter that dictates the higher cutoff frequency of the circuit. Therefore, a trade-off exists between the turn ratio of the transformer and the bandwidth of the circuit \( (R_s \) is fixed). The larger the turn ratio, the lower the cutoff frequency. Apart from this tradeoff, a low value for the gate capacitance is desirable since this would increase the bandwidth independently without reducing the turn ratio.

Another design criteria is the impedance presented to the signal source by the transformer. The primary coil magnetizing impedance should be made as large as possible to prevent shunting of the signal source. This implies that the transformer core size needs to be increased. Thus, the transformer cannot be made smaller than a certain size in order to keep the shunting effect of the source negligible.

Considering the criteria above, a commercially available nickel alloy transformer (24500, PICO Inc., 19 mm diameter, 18 mm height) was selected as the optimal choice balancing these trade-offs. The magnetizing coil impedance (10 k\( \Omega \)) is six–seven times larger than the source impedance considered (1.5 k\( \Omega \)) and, thereby, not shunting the source significantly at mid-frequencies. The turn ratio is 10 instead of the optimal value of 82. This is about the highest practically achievable turn ratio (as determined by a search on commercially available transformers) if the frequency bandwidth should extend up to 8 kHz for \( R_s = 2 \Omega \). This value of \( n \) can sufficiently reduce the electronic noise of J201 and make it virtually zero compared to the thermal noise of a few kilohm source. The electronic noise of the amplifier is plotted in Fig. 3 for several values of the source resistance and the transformer turn ratio ranging from 1 to 100. Equation (3) was used to generate the plots except that the thermal noise of the source resistance \( (\overline{v_T}) \) was not included to illustrate the contribution of the amplifier alone. The plots show that the optimum turn ratio that minimizes the noise decreases as a function of the actual source resistance \( (R_s) \) as predicted by (2). The curve for \( R_s = 1.5 k\Omega \) indicates that the electronic noise contribution of the amplifier increases from about 0.1–0.6 \( nV/\sqrt{Hz} \) when the turn ratio decreases from its optimal value of 82 down to 10. Compared to the thermal noise of a 1500 \( \Omega \) resistor (4.925 \( nV/\sqrt{Hz} \) at 20°C), 0.6 \( nV/\sqrt{Hz} \) is still relatively small and its contribution to the total input noise is only 0.7% (3). If the turn ratio is further decreased, the benefit on the noise reduction quickly diminishes as the plots sharply increase to the left of Fig. 3.

The thermal noise generated in the primary coil resistance of the selected transformer should be negligible compared to that of the source resistance. When two uncorrelated random noise sources are added, the variation of the sum is given by

\[
\sigma^2 = \sigma_n^2 + \sigma_T^2 \quad (4)
\]
For a fixed bandwidth and temperature, the thermal noise is proportional to the square root of the resistance as given by the Boltzmann equation

\[
\sigma_T = \sqrt{4kTB}\frac{1}{R}
\]  

(5)

where \(k\) is the Boltzmann’s constant (\(1.38 \times 10^{-23}\) J/K), \(T\) is temperature in Kelvin, \(B\) is the frequency bandwidth, and \(R\) is the resistance in which the thermal noise is generated. The primary coil resistance for PICO 24500 \(R_{\text{coil}}\) is about 50 \(\Omega\). The noise contribution of this \(R_{\text{coil}}\) to the thermal noise of a source of 1.5 k\(\Omega\) is only 1.7% (4) when the noise standard deviation is calculated with (5) for each resistor.

III. Gain, CMRR, and Input Impedance Measurements

The amplifier gain was measured between 100 Hz and 15 kHz with a resistor in series to the input \((R_s = 0, 1, 2\ k\Omega\) metal film resistors) simulating the neural electrode impedance (Fig. 4). The overall gain and the bandwidth decreased with increasing source resistance. The gain was 333 305, and 274 for \(R_s = 0, 1, 2\ k\Omega\), respectively, at 2 kHz. The low and high cutoff frequencies were 90 Hz–14 kHz, 160 Hz–10 kHz, and 230 Hz–8.25 kHz for the same values of the source resistor. The common-mode-rejection-ratio (CMRR) was measured at 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz as 111.3 dB (a ratio of 368 000), 91.2 dB (36 486), and 69.7 dB (3038), respectively.

The input impedance (using only one of the primary coils of the transformer) was about 10 k\(\Omega\) at 2 kHz and flat between 500 Hz and 10 kHz. The input impedance dropped by \(-3\) dB at 160 Hz from that of its value at 2 kHz.

IV. Noise Measurements

To plot the noise spectra, the signal source was removed and the input was terminated with \(R_s\) only. The output was further amplified (Gain = 10 000, Nanovolt Amplifier, Model 103A, Keithley Inc.), filtered to prevent aliasing (\(BW = 1\ Hz–30\ kHz\)), and acquired into a computer at a sampling rate of 200 000 samples/s using LabVIEW software and a data acquisition board (PCI-6071E, National Instruments). Fourier coefficients were calculated using MATLAB for a 20-s-long acquisition for each value of \(R_s\). Adjacent Fourier coefficients were averaged in groups of 20 so that each coefficient represented the voltage noise per \(\sqrt{\text{Hz}}\). The noise measurements were divided by the overall gain of the system at each frequency to find the input referred voltage noise and its magnitude is plotted in Fig. 5. The theoretical thermal noise levels generated in 1 and 2 k\(\Omega\) resistors at 20 °C [see (5)] are also shown in the plots for comparison. The total input-referred noise measured, which includes both the noise of the source resistor and the amplifier, is slightly over that of the thermal noise for the source resistor alone. This indicates that the noise contribution from the amplifier is relatively much smaller than the source noise per se. The rise toward the lower end of the spectrum is possibly due to the flicker noise of the input current that is intrinsic to the FET. Because it is a current noise, it does not affect the spectrum for \(R_s = 0\). The SNR of the source should approximately be preserved at the amplifier’s output since the electronic noise is very small compared to that of the source.

Similar noise measurements (Fig. 6) were conducted for an amplifier built with AMP-01 (Analog Devices, Inc.) following the connection diagram suggested by the manufacturer for a gain of 1000. The input noise is larger than that of a 1-k\(\Omega\) resistor even when the input is short circuit \((R_s = 0)\). Further comparison of Figs. 5 and 6 reveals that the proposed amplifier has less noise for all three input termination conditions while the most drastic difference occurs when the input is short circuit \((R_s = 0)\).
is recorded with a bipolar nerve cuff electrode simulating an implant. A sinusoidal signal source at 1 kHz generates a voltage between 500 Hz–1 kHz. The bipolar impedance of the electrode was about 1.5 kΩ. The electrode was fabricated using silicone substrate and platinum contacts on each end of the cuff electrode differentially. The amplifiers were measured experimentally in a saline tank setup as depicted in Fig. 7. Ten cycles of the recorded signals are plotted to illustrate the difference in SNRs with each amplifier. Signals are FIR filtered between 500 Hz–10 kHz on the computer. SNR of the low-noise amplifier is 1.61 times larger than that of the AMP-01 amplifier. Notice that the signal amplitude is smaller with the low-noise amplifier, because the magnetizing coil impedance (10 kΩ) in series to the cuff attenuates the source signal. However, this does not affect the SNR since the thermal noise of the source (eT) is reduced by the same factor.

Fig. 8. Sample signals recorded with the proposed and AMP-01 amplifiers using the setup in Fig. 7. Ten cycles of the recorded signals are plotted to show the difference in SNRs with each amplifier. Signals are FIR filtered between 500 Hz–10 kHz on the computer. SNR of the low-noise amplifier is 1.61 times larger than that of the AMP-01 amplifier. Notice that the signal amplitude is smaller with the low-noise amplifier, because the finite value of the amplifier’s input impedance (10 kΩ) attenuates the source signal.

V. SALINE TANK EXPERIMENTS

The total input noise of the proposed and the AMP-01 based amplifiers were measured experimentally in a saline tank setup as depicted in Fig. 7. The sinusoidal signal generator simulated a neural signal source, which induced a voltage across a cylindrical nerve cuff electrode placed in the tank. The electrode was fabricated using silicone substrate and platinum contacts. The amplifiers were connected, one at a time, to the platinum contacts on each end of the cuff electrode differentially. The bipolar impedance of the electrode was about 1.5 kΩ near the lower end of the spectrum (at 1 kHz) and decreased gradually down to 1.15 kΩ at 10 kHz.

Several cycles of the sinusoidal waveform, recorded with each one of the amplifiers, are shown in Fig. 8 for comparison. The signal source amplitude is set to a value in the microvolt range that is representative of peripheral nerve signals. The noisy signal was acquired into the computer at 200 ksamples/s, and the SNR was calculated as the root mean square (rms) value of the sinusoidal signal divided by the total noise voltage integrated from 500 Hz to 10 kHz. The SNR of the signal recorded with the low-noise amplifier is 1.61 times higher than that of AMP-01. Notice that the signal amplitude is smaller with the low-noise amplifier, because the magnetizing coil impedance (10 kΩ) in series to the cuff attenuates the source signal. However, this does not affect the SNR since the thermal noise of the source (eT) is reduced by the same factor.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The proposed circuit takes advantage of the noise-matching concept and the fact that FETs have a very low input current noise. The total input noise with this design is very close to the theoretical thermal noise level of the source impedance (Fig. 5), indicating that the electronic noise contribution (\(\sigma_v^2 + \sigma_i^2\)) to (3) is minimal. It is important to realize that there are secondary noise sources in the circuit that are not accounted for in the calculations. For instance, the flicker (1/f) noise that junction field-effect transistors (JFETs) exhibit is not considered in the noise analysis, which, according to the manufacturer, decays quickly above 100 Hz and, thus, should become negligible within the frequency range of the neural signals. However, the frequency at the lower end of the spectrum in Fig. 5 is most likely due to the flicker noise that is present in the input current noise.

As a comparison, the input voltage and current noise for AMP-01 are given as 5 nV/√Hz and 0.15 pA/√Hz (10 Hz–10 kHz) by the manufacturer. The input voltage noise of 5 nV/√Hz alone is equivalent to the thermal noise of a 1520 kΩ resistor at 20°C (5). The electronic noise contribution of this amplifier to sources smaller than a few times this resistor value would be significant. For instance, the total input noise (electronic + thermal) for \(R_L = 1 \text{kΩ}\) at 20°C would theoretically be 6.4 nV/√Hz (3) whereas the source alone would have only 4 nV/√Hz. The actual noise level measured with the AMP-01 amplifier built for this report varied between 6 and 7 nV/√Hz for \(R_L = 1 \text{kΩ}\) (Fig. 6). AMP-01 is one of the best bipolar input amplifiers to be used with small source resistances (\(R_{\text{in}} = 33 \text{kΩ}\)), but its noise contribution is still significant for \(R_L = 1 \text{kΩ}\). In the proposed design, despite the fact that the voltage noise of J201 (6 nV/√Hz) is higher than that of AMP-01, it allows one to use a large turn-ratio transformer. The large turn-ratio implies that the input referred noise will be so many times \((n)\) smaller.

Alternatively, if AMP-01 was noise matched to a 1.5-kΩ source with a transformer of \(n = 5\) [using (2), \(n = 4.7\)], the total electronic noise contribution at mid-frequencies would be 1.5 nV/√Hz (compare with 0.6 nV/√Hz for \(n = 10\) and 0.1 nV/√Hz for \(n = 82\) with the proposed design, see Fig. 3). Although this is a significant improvement, it is still not nearly as good as the current design.

The proposed design is near optimal and practical when all the design criteria, e.g., the bandwidth, turn ratio and the size of the transformer, the total noise, and the power consumption of the circuit are considered. Because the circuit needs only 97 µA for power, it may be feasible to incorporate this design into implantable devices that are powered transcutaneously. (As a reference point, AMP-01 requires 4.8 mA, as specified by the manufacturer.) The transformer PICO 24500 may be considered large for some applications (\(D = 19 \text{mm}, L = 18 \text{mm}\). Smaller, surface-mount versions of these transformers (PICO, Series 7000, 7.9 × 7.9 × 8.2 mm) are commercially available.
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